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Ratio M2 Money supply to FED Assets
-

The ratio M2 Money Supply to FED Assets is collapsing, this means, money is not going
via credits to the real economy yet! (source: Crescat Capital)
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Personal saving in USA
-

During March, households boosted their cash not only by selling assets, but also by
cutting back their spending relative to their income. Some of that behaviour undoubtedly
was involuntary as consumers were ordered to stay home while most stores other than
for groceries were closed
It will take a while, before the “motor” (US consumer) of the US economy going to be
“full gear” again
We are going to have a U-shaped rather than a V-shaped economy recovery
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You wonder, who is the buyer in the market?
-

The Bank of Japan owns 69% of all ETFs in Japan (source: BoJ) and 4.7% of the total
market capitalization of the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
BoJ also owns 50% of the Japanese Government bonds, with target to own 65% in the
next 2 years with the new fiscal stimulus
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But Central Banks reducing purchases
-

The rebound in stock and bond prices coincided with the FED’s adoption of QE4 on 23
March and subsequent expansion of its monetary rescue program.
From the end of February through last week of April, the FED’s balance sheet ballooned
by 2.5 Trio USD to a record 6.6 Trio USD.
European Central Bank and Bank of Japan also implemented similar programs.
BUT during April 2020, Central Banks reduced massively purchases of assets.
To attract new buyers in the market, we need new strong triggers: we can see only the
introduction of a vaccine.
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Commercial Real Estate Mortgage Back securities
-

CMBX Series 6 BBB- tranche is collapsing
66 loans totalling 1 Bio USD became newly delinquent in April
Carl Icahn was shorting since a while.
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Q2 estimations
-

We know, that Q1 GDP growth lost 4.8% (annualized, real)
Fed Chair Powell said, that second quarter will be “worse than anything we have ever
seen.
We know, that US Personal Consumption collapsed in Q1
Estimations forecast are brutal: -30% (annualized) for Q2 given the lockdown? Wiping up
10 years of GDP growth? (such estimations are also confirmed by the Bank of England
illustrative scenario” for the UK economy in its Monetary policy Report)
From 2009-2019 real GDP rose 25.2% !
If that true, market consequences are going to be massive. WE NEED POLICY CHANGES
and WE NEED A VACCINES as soon as possible, to calm down the phycology and panic
of the population. We need more tailored policy responses:
approach between high density cities and low density areas
- Different
approach between older people and young
- Different
- Lockdown costs 20Bio USD a day!
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Top S&P 500 contributors since 23 March
-

Basically 4 stocks made half of performance contribution:
Corp
- Microsoft
Inc
- Apple
- Amazon.com
- Alphabet Inc

-

This chart gives even a better optic idea
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In Europe is GRANOLAS
-

The European equivalent of the FANGs is GRANOLAS:
- Novartis
- Astrazeneca
- Glaxosmithkline
- Novo Nordisk
- SAP
- Roche
- L’Oreal
- Sanofi
- ASML
- LVMH
- Nestle
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Emerging Markets
-

Emerging markets are trading at a discount to developed markets, but offer a similar
return on equity. (Source Hermes)
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Technical analysis: seasonality
-

Goldman Sachs, which was seeing the bottom at the end of March 2020, has set a price target of 3000 for
S&P 500 Index by the end of 2020, which is coherent with the valuation of a V and U economy rebound
scenario, therefore there is no real further potential for the S&P 500 Index for this year.
GS see a mid-year S&P 500 target of 2’400, this is also coherent with a normal market seasonality cycle.
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Technical analysis: Bitcoin
-

A few days ahead of the halving (12th of May), Bitcoin took out the negative trend that has been in place
since last summer
Actually still nobody really talks about it
Probably after a clear break out, markets going to talk about Bitcoin again
4.7 Trio USD in liquidity with investors having not really any idea where to invest……..
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The power of rebalancing the portfolio
-

Good calculation of UBS on the value added in rebalancing the portfolio
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What is the optimal asset allocation for pension plans?
-

The basic rule for many investment pros is: 100 minus your age

-

Therefore on the age of 65, the investor should not own more than 35% equity in the
portfolio.

-

Unfortunately, as we know, yield of bonds are nowadays mostly negative, therefore
bonds are no longer the stabilizer of the portfolio.

-

Initially the US financial adviser William Bengen proposed a 4% annual yield rule for
retirement.
New studies from Trinity University in Texas or Estrada trying to correct the rule and
the conclusion is:

-

In Germany a retiree would need to be invested 100% in equity in order to reach a
4% yield p.a. over 30 years.

-

In Switzerland 70%

Welcome to the new investment era………
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Diverse
-

Remdesivir of Gilead got the emergency FDA authorization to treat coronavirus.
Gilead is donating the entire supply, which is a real noble gesture!
But the product is reducing hospital length of stay from 14 days to 11 days.
It is not a real breakthrough. We need a vaccine to be able to go back to normalization!

-

Warren Buffett says the economy will overcome coronavirus, BUT is not adding any positions yet
and liquidated all the airline positions.

-

Facebook unveils Messenger Rooms, up to 50 people, to compete with Zoom
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Conclusions
-

Markets had a nice rebound, but without the introduction of a vaccine, we are not going to be able
to go back to normalization.

-

Market upside potential is capped
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Disclaimer

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended for information
purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to make any investments. Opinions and
comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to
ensure that other such publications are brought to the attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes
mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider the
suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances, or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial
risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are
obtained from sources believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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